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Chapter 11 

 

Verse 29:  

 

In order to illustrate how the mighty warriors of the Kaurava and Pandava armies were 

being  propelled helplessly and speedily to their deaths on the battlefield, Lord Krishna in 

the previous verse gave a metaphor of inanimate currents of rapid rivers being propelled 

into the vast ocean. As further illustration of this phenomenon, He now gives a metaphor of 

animate moths rushing into a blazing fire to their own destruction, depicting the speedy 

entrance of warriors by their own volition into the fiery, flaming mouths of Lord Krishna’s 

vishvarupa or divine universal form. 

 

Verses 30: 

 

Arjuna saw Lord Krishna's vishvarupa or divine universal form lapping up the mighty 

warriors of both armies and voraciously devouring them with its innumerable flaming 

mouths. Furthermore, the effulgence radiating from the visvarupa was so bright that it was 

scorching the entire universe with its fierce, all-pervading rays. Lord Krishna is addressed 

as Vishnu in this verse, meaning that He pervades all creation. 
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Verses 31: 

 

Arjuna had previously requested Lord Krishna to see His visvarupa or divine universal 

form. The Supreme Lord Krishna manifested His visvarupa or divine universal form of 

wonderful and terrible visage to exhibit His unlimited and absolute sovereign power. Upon 

witnessing this, Arjuna became totally unbalanced and agitated. With total bewilderment, 

he utters “namo'stu te devavara praseeda” meaning, “I offer obeisances to you, O’ Lord of 

Lords, please show mercy upon me”, and asks Lord Krishna as to who he is of such a terrible 

form and what His intention and purpose is for exhibiting it as he could not comprehend 

the inclination of the Supreme Lord’s actions.  Lord Krishna exhibited His all-powerful 

vishvarupa to show Arjuna in no uncertain terms that without any effort He will destroy all 

the kings and warriors that are arrayed in the Kaurava army and this does not depend at all 

upon Arjuna and the Pandava army. Lord Krishna is prepared to annihilate the complete 

Kaurava army if need be, and in order to assert this conviction, He exhibited the terrible 

visages of the visvarupa to Arjuna. 

 


